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Abstract The paper reviews the recent developments of semi-analytical SubDomains Models (SDM) to compute the flux density distribution in electrical machines by the exact solving of Maxwell
equations. With an appropriate development methodology and numerical implementation, SDMs offer a good compromise between accuracy and computation time in comparison with
Finite Element Method (FEM). Besides that, SDMs have been improved to overcome their limitations. These facts are demonstrated using MANATEE software [1] for SDMs and Femm
[2] for FEM, in terms of accuracy and processing time and for 3 different machines found in previous SDM articles :
• a surface permanent-magnet synchronous machine (SPMSM 6s4p) [3],
• an inset permanent-magnet synchronous machine (IPMSM 15s4p) [4],
• a squirrel-cage induction machine (SCIM 36s4p) [5].

Model overview

Principles, advantages and limits

Computes air gap flux density in a large panel of electrical machines :
• Synchronous machines : SPMSM, Inset PMSM, SRM, Linear PM machines, etc.
• Induction machines : SCIM, DFIM, Solid Rotor IM, etc.

Assumptions :
• Infinite permeability of iron cores,
• Simplified polar of cartesian topology,
• 2D model usually considered.

Steps of the semi-analytical method :

This enables to predict :
• Torque and Maxwell forces,
• Flux linkage and EMF,
• Eddy-Current losses.
SPMSM 6s4p

IPMSM 15s4p
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The model quickly accounts for :
Rotor
Bars
• Eccentricities,
• Unbalanced Magnetic Pull,
• Defective components such as broken bars or magnets.

Advantages :
• Harmonic model (suited for
vibroacoustic analysis),
• Fast and accurate,
• Physical insight.

SCIM 36s4p
Windings
Air Gap
Magnets

Adaptability to the real geometry
The real geometry of a SPMSM 12s10p with trapezoidal stator slots is modelled
and simulated with FEM. It is then adapted and simulated with SDMs :

Limits :
• Saturation neglected,
• 3D effects neglected,
• Approximation on the geometry.

Computation time comparison
FEM Meshing :
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Numerical discretization for FEM and SDM :

Model optimization
• Model accounting for periodicity and antisymmetry (nul even harmonics).
• Selection of harmonic ranks based on analytical pre-analysis.
• Sensitivity study on the Mean Square Error (MSE) compared with FEM and on the
computation time regarding the air gap harmonics number :
For radial component :

For tangential component :

Compromise between : MSE and computation time ; radial and tangential accuracy.

Machine

FEM

SDM

Nodes

Elements

Total unknowns

Air gap harmonics

SPMSM 6s4p

12821

24973

591

150

IPMSM 15s4p

26781

53388

2109

300

SCIM 36s4p

17058

33734

1558

400

Computation time sensitivity
regarding the number of time steps

Mean Square Error between
FEM and SDM
Machine

Radial
Field (%)

Tangential
Field (%)

SPMSM 6s4p

0,47

2,37

IPMSM 15s4p

6,22

7,77

SCIM 36s4p

0,96

5,70

Double saliency induces inear evolution. Single saliency is much less sensitive.

Conclusion The paper presents a review of SDMs applied to electrical machines, along with a presentation of its methodology, assumptions and limits. SDMs performances are compared with
FEM for 3 machines topologies. The results validate the model assumptions and show great computation time performances especially when accounting for rotor rotation. The
robustness of SDMs on the geometrical assumptions is also demonstrated.
Furthermore, as an efficient implementation of SDMs strongly reduces the computation time, it enables to increase the electromagnetic model complexity with model superposition.
SDMs are thus suited to vibroacoustic analysis, such as in [6].
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